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Abstract—
Future IP-based Airborne Networks, important components in
net-centric military communications, are envisioned to consist of
a persistent backbone core network and dynamic tactical edge
networks. The backbone would consist of quasi-stable platforms
equipped with multiple high-capacity directional wireless links.
The tactical edge networks would consist of highly dynamic
platforms such as fighter jets equipped with omni-directional
wireless links, and these would be interconnected by the
backbone core network. Maintaining optimal backbone topology
is an important problem with significant operational impact.
Factors such as non-uniform link capacities, the number of
traffic sources and sinks, and connectivity complicate the
problem. The solution consists of making optimal selection of the
link directionality and the possible insertion of communication
relay nodes.
We approach the solution by abstracting the network as a
template from which to select the optimal combination of edges
(transmitter-receiver pairs) and nodes (relays). Through
innovative graph and flow-theoretic reductions we show that the
single sink (or alternatively single source) case can be solved in
polynomial time for uniform backbone link capacities. In
contrast, we prove not only that the problem is NP-complete for
non-uniform backbone link capacities but that the non-uniform
case of the problem is hard to approximate to within even a
logarithmic factor. Nevertheless we present a scheme based on
iterative rounding that scales well in practice. Simulations
demonstrate that our algorithm achieves a performance within a
factor 2 of the theoretical best. This allows us to conclude that the
use of algorithmic techniques in configuring backbone networks
can contribute significantly in improving network performance.
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I. MOTIVATION
There is immense ongoing interest in the development of an
IP-based Airborne Network based on mobile ad hoc
networking concepts [16]. Such a network may consist of
disparate mobile airborne platforms; will provide reliable ad
hoc interconnectivity to terrestrial and airborne nodes; and
will be applicable to net-centric military communications. A
wireless network that includes an airborne component is
architecturally reminiscent of conventional wireless
telecommunications networks. Relatively quasi-stable
airborne platforms, equipped with directional data links, could
form a high capacity backbone core akin to the backhaul in
telecommunications networks. This directional backbone core
would serve as a reliable data transport infrastructure for
highly dynamic terrestrial and airborne platforms at the
network edge, which are typically equipped with lower
capacity omni-directional radios. The latter are akin to end
users in conventional telecommunications networks.
As in any mobile network, the performance of such a network
depends to a great extent on the prevailing network topology.
The network topology determines the availability and the
characteristics of the data path between any two nodes of the
network. These characteristics directly dictate the performance
of data transmission, such as throughput and delay, between
the nodes. For a network of fixed nodes the topology is
essentially static. It is determined by deployed physical
connections between nodes. For a network with mobile nodes
the topology is dynamic with several topology choices
possible. Methodologies should be devised for active topology
management and optimization in the Airborne Network with
the aim to improve overall network performance.
In this paper, we are interested in the management and
optimization of the backbone core of the Airborne Network.
This is an important problem because the backbone core
network, conceived as the bedrock on which the Airborne
Network is constructed, is perhaps the biggest determinant of
the network performance. A well-optimized backbone core
that maximizes capacity will allow the network to scale and
will provide highly assured transport to a large number of
concurrent traffic flows. In contrast, a poorly constructed
backbone core will limit the network scalability and may

introduce unacceptable packet losses and latencies at even
nominal traffic loads.
Optimization of the directional backbone core is a challenging
proposition due, in particular, to the following factors: (1) The
nodes have a fixed number of directional links (and this
number may be different for different nodes), (2) The links
may be of different data rates (for instance, due to differences
in received Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR)),
(3) The incoming and outgoing links may be of different radio
types (in which case the node is assumed to be able to
translate between the corresponding waveforms), and (4) The
link bandwidth may be shared between bidirectional traffic by
means of, for instance, a time division multiplexing protocol.
The optimal topology solution, given one or more of the
above constraints/factors, consists of the link configurations
that optimize network performance in terms of capacity and
latency. (Additional performance considerations such as
survivability are of interest as well, but discussion of such
measures will be deferred to follow-on publications.) By link
configurations we mean the link directionality (set by
appropriately orienting the antenna beam) and the insertion of
additional links (accomplished by strategic insertion of relay
nodes).
The inherent complexity of the directional radio network
topology problem necessitates rich models that can capture the
variety of constraints described above as well as the complete
solution space. We propose an inherently rich system model
based on graphs that effectively capture the backbone core of
the Airborne Network. Using this model, we are able to
characterize the topology optimization problem and form
conclusions about the optimal topology solution. We are also
able to employ flow techniques to obtain good solutions,
which approach the optimal solutions at a fraction of the
complexity. Since these low-complexity topology solutions
can be implemented in real time for large networks, we enable
an Airborne Network that continues to provide excellent
performance in spite of network dynamics and growth.
In Section II, we summarize the original contributions of this
work. In Section III, we survey related work. In Section IV,
we present our model, its formulation, and the overall
terminology. In Section V, we describe graph gadgets and
compositions that is at the core of our model. In Section VI,
we examine the special case of a directional network with
uniform capacity links. In Section VII, we examine the
general case of a directional network with non-uniform
capacity links. In Section VIII, we present a low-complexity
heuristic for topology solutions that approach the optimal
solution and present simulation results that showcase its
performance. In Section IX, we summarize conclusions and
future work.
II. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
We present a practically useful and mathematically welldefined formulation of the problem of optimally configuring a
backbone network. We characterize the computational

complexity of the problem and some special cases through
algorithms as well as hardness results. We present an efficient
heuristic for the general case and demonstrate its usefulness
through simulation. At a high level we present a collection of
graph gadgets along with techniques for combining them that
enable the problem to be tackled using well known techniques
from the theory of flows on networks. A detailed summary of
our major contributions is:
- We consider a general situation with nodes of different
processing capacities, possessing radios of different
types and ranges, links that can be uni-directional or
bi-directional and relay nodes that can be inserted at
pre-specified locations. We show how the general
problem can be precisely modeled by composing
various graph gadgets appropriately. The resultant
problem is an example of an MIP (Mixed Integer
Programming) problem.
- We show that the special case problem where all
capacities are uniform can be solved by using wellknown algorithms for minimum cost maximum flow.
- We show that the general (nonuniform) case of the
problem with just two different link capacities is NPcomplete. We amplify our (NP-completeness)
construction and show that the problem is in fact
inapproximable to within a logarithmic factor.
- We present a practical scheme based on iterative
rounding for the general problem. We experimentally
evaluate our scheme on synthetic topologies with
capacities and constraints drawn from practical
systems. We show that our scheme is both
performant and scalable.
Our modeling techniques are relatively straightforward and
we do not claim novelty for the graph gadgets themselves so
much as the idea of applying them to capture the rich variety
of situations involving wireless backbone networks using
directional antennae and relays.
III. RELATED WORK
Network design in general and wireless networks in particular
have been studied extensively [14]. The general approach of
modeling networks as graphs and solving the routing problem
using flows has a vast literature [1]. The theory of flows first
developed in [7] has subsequently been generalized by
developments in the theory of Linear Programming [13].
Though well-known polynomial-time algorithms such as the
Ellipsoid Algorithm or Interior-Point Algorithms [10][15] are
known, nevertheless it is still an open problem to find a
polynomial-time combinatorial algorithm for Linear
Programming [9]. The algorithms presented in this paper are
polynomial-time combinatorial algorithms. [11] is one of the
most efficient implementations of a minimum cost maximum
flow in the public domain. We utilize this implementation in
our simulations. [9] is the standard reference on the theory of
NP-completeness and our hardness results follow in this
tradition. Our NP-completeness and inapproximability results
use arguments similar to those used in the area of degree
bounded network flows [3][6]. The area of topology
management in ad hoc networks has received much attention

over the past decade. [2] has focused on the problem of
energy conserving topologies using minimum dominating sets
as abstractions of high traffic gateway nodes. [10] has focused
more specifically on the problem of discovery and topology
management in wireless networks with directional antenna.
[10] studies the problem from the viewpoint of minimizing the
stretch or hop count versus the localized degree of nodes. Our
focus in this paper is not on discovery. We assume that nodes
are aware of their neighbors and their radio capabilities. We
also assume that the information is centrally available and
focus on finding the optimal configuration of the network,
subject to a variety of radio and range constraints,that
maximizes the concurrent bandwidth from the different
sources to a single sink.
IV. MODEL, FORMULATION AND TERMINOLOGY
We model a network as a directed graph G = (V, E) with n =
|V| vertices (nodes) and m = |E| directed arcs (links). We use
lowercase letters to denote the individual elements, i.e. V =
{v1, v2, … vn} and E = {e1, e2, … em}, where each ek = (i, j) is
the directed arc from vi to vj. Arcs have capacities and costs.
We use rij to denote the rate or capacity, and cij to denote the
cost of arc ek = (i, j).
The practical problem we wish to tackle is as follows: we are
given a wireless network consisting of nodes with radios of
different types and directional antennas; we have to configure
the network so as to achieve the highest concurrent bandwidth
from a specified set of source nodes to a sink node. This
accurately captures a variety of real-world situations where a
collection of sources is generating information (e.g. video
feeds from Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) and the information
needs to be aggregated at a single sink (Command Center).
For the purposes of this work we assume all the sources have
the same demand and we focus on simultaneously maximizing
the largest fraction of each demand, i.e. maximizing
concurrent bandwidth. The problem of maximizing concurrent
bandwidth from a given set of sources to a sink is easily
captured as a linear program [12][14] and solvable in
polynomial-time. However the problem rapidly gains in
complexity when we consider that the nodes are spatially
organized with radios of differing compatibilities and ranges.
Because each node has a fixed number of radios of certain
types it can communicate only with certain other nodes.
Further, if a node uses a certain radio to communicate with
one node then it can no longer use that same radio to
communicate with a different node because the assumption
here is that the radios use fixed directional antenna. These
constraints sufficiently complicate the problem so that it is no
longer a matter of simply figuring out how to route the
maximal flows but more one of how to configure the links in
the first place so as to enable the maximum concurrent
bandwidth.
V. GRAPH GADGETS AND COMPOSITIONS
We now consider the different kinds of constraints imposed
by a wireless network with nodes having radios of different
types. We also consider processing constraints at the nodes
themselves as well. Lastly, we consider a situation where we

have a fixed number of relay nodes that we wish to deploy so
as to maximize the concurrent bandwidth from the set of
sources to the sink. We now discuss each of the constraints
and present graph gadgets that model them.
A. Radio constraints
The Airborne Network would typically include different radio
types. We assume that there are a fixed number of radio types.
A radio of one type may be used only to communicate with a
radio of the same type. Radios vary in the communication
rates they are capable of sustaining. Each node is assumed to
have a collection of radios of different types. Links are based
on directional antenna so that if a node uses a radio of a
certain type to communicate with another node then it may not
use that same radio to communicate with a different node. We
assume that the nodes are located in space and naturally there
are range constraints on which nodes may communicate with
another. We model the entire set of possibilities as a template
graph. In other words, the graph represents the entire space of
possibilities and we use graph gadgets to represent the
constraints on radio types available at a node. The graph
gadget is best explained through an example. Suppose a node
has two transmitters of type I and one receiver of type II then
we would set up an outgoing arc (termed the pooling arc) of
capacity 2 to which we connect all the nodes to whom this
node can transmit using a type I transmitter and an incoming
arc (pooling arc) of capacity 1 to which we connect all the
nodes from whom this node can receive using a type II
receiver.

Figure 1: Graph gadget that incorporates the radio restrictions
at a node. Arc capacities are shown next to arcs.

Lemma The gadget in Figure 1 captures the radio restrictions
at a node.
Proof (Sketch): Even though a node may have any number of
possible candidate links it can participate in with a radio of a
given type, nevertheless, because of the single arc
representing that type in the gadget the total number of radios
used cannot exceed the capacity of the arc. In this way the
gadget transforms a budget on the number of radios of a given
type into an arc capacity constraint. Observe that an omnidirectional transmitter can be modeled by an outgoing arc of
infinite capacity. ■
B. Node-capacity constraints
Consider situations in which nodes have constraints on the
amount of data they can handle. Such situations could arise
for example when the node has to translate between different
radio interfaces or filter the data passing through it for security

reasons or archive the data. We create a graph gadget for each
node with a node-capacity constraint. Again the gadget is best
explained through an example. Let us assume that 1 unit
represents the transmission capacity of the link with the lowest
capacity in the network. Then if a node can handle at most 10
times this capacity then we represent(replace) this node by
two nodes, a head and a tail with an arc from the tail to the
head of capacity 10; we connect all incoming arcs to the tail
and all outgoing arcs to the head.
Lemma The gadget in Figure 2 captures node capacity
constraints.
Proof (Sketch): Observe that the intermediate arc from the tail
to the head aggregates all the incoming flow and channels it to
the outgoing arcs. Hence, the aggregate flow through this arc
will never exceed the node capacity constraint. ■

3 places in the template graph by two nodes, a tail and a head,
with an arc from the tail to the head with cost 1; we set the
total budget for a minimum cost maximum flow to be 2.
Lemma The gadget in Figure 3 transforms the budget on relay
nodes to a budget on the minimum cost maximum flow.
Proof (Sketch): Observe that in any integral flow the total cost
is equal to the number of relays whose intermediate arcs
support positive flows. Hence there is a minimum cost flow
with respect to the budget iff there is a collection of relay
locations where relays can be placed to achieve the flow.■
D. Bi-directional links
We now demonstrate a gadget for capturing bi-directional
links with shared capacities. Wireless links using frequency or
time division multiplexing share capacity in that the sum total
of the capacities in the two directions (uplink and downlink) is
a fixed constant. In other words the link can be thought of as
two arcs between the nodes vi and vj, (vi, vj) and (vj, vi) but
with capacities summing up to a constant, i.e. rij + rji = r. This
is not an uncommon situation and we now show how any such
link can be represented using an appropriate graph gadget.
Again we use a diagram for our illustration.

Figure 2: Transformation from node with capacity restriction on
left to graph gadget on right. Node is split into a tail and a head
with a capacity restriction on the intermediate arc.

Figure 4: Bi-directional link with shared capacities and its
corresponding gadget. Arc capacities are shown next to arcs.

Figure 3: Instance on left has 3 candidate locations (the 3 nodes
just below the source) but only 2 relays. Transformation on right
captures relay restriction with budget of 2 on cost.

C. Relay constraints
In a general Airborne Network there are a certain number of
relay nodes or platforms that can be inserted into the network
to improve the performance of the network. Typically, the
number of candidate locations where the nodes may be
inserted will exceed the number of relay nodes available and
so the problem becomes one of figuring out the optimal subset
of locations for insertion. In the general case the relay nodes
may differ in their capacities as well as the radio types they
possess; there may also be different costs of insertion. In this
paper we restrict our attention to the situation where all relays
are identical and have the same insertion cost. We express the
relay constraint using a graph gadget that uses arc costs. As
with radio constraints and node-capacity constraints, relay
constraints are best explained with an example. Suppose we
have 2 relays in total and there are 3 possible locations where
they can be utilized. Then we replace the node at each of those

Lemma The gadget presented in Figure 4 exactly captures a
bi-directional link with shared capacities.
Proof (Sketch): Observe that the total flow from vi to vj and
from vj to vi in the gadget can never exceed r because it is
limited by the vertical straight arc in the middle. ■
VI. UNIFORM CAPACITIES – SPECIAL CASE
We now consider the special case where all the capacities are
uniform. By uniform we mean that all link capacities
(irrespective of radio type) are the same, say 1 unit. We also
assume that relay nodes have a node capacity of 1. It might
seem overly restrictive to have all link capacities be the same
but it really is not, the model still has a lot of richness to it.
We still support different radio types with compatibility
constraints, node capacity constraints (which are a multiple of
the link capacity), relay constraints and bi-directional links.
Given a backbone network with its attendant constraints we
model it using the graph gadgets detailed in the previous
section to create the uniform BACKBONE-CONFIG problem.
We then solve this minimum cost maximum flow problem on
the transformed network and the resulting flow gives us the
optimal configuration of the backbone network.

Theorem The BACKBONE-CONFIG problem with uniform
link capacities has a solution satisfying all the demands iff
there is a maximum flow of concurrent bandwidth 1 unit and a
total cost that does not exceed the relay budget.
Proof (Sketch): First, we apply the various graph gadgets from
the previous section to the given instance. We then create a
super-source and connect it to all the sources with an arc of
capacity 1. Observe that all link capacities are equal and all
other arc capacities are multiples of the link capacity.
According to the theory of flows with integral capacities there
exists an integral minimum cost maximum flow [7]. Hence in
any maximum flow every link has either 0 flow or 1 flow.
Further, the maximum flow from the super-source is equal to
its outdegree iff all of the original demands can be
concurrently satisfied. And the minimum cost of such a
maximum flow is equal to the number of relay nodes utilized,
i.e. relay node locations where the intermediate arc supports a
1 flow. Hence the theorem follows. ■
Corollary The BACKBONE-CONFIG problem with uniform
link capacities can be solved in time O(min(n2/3, m1/2)*m *log
(n2/m)) [12]. ■

to an instance of the BACKBONE-CONFIG problem with
radio constraints as shown in Figure 5.
It is easy to see that there exists an orientation of the antennae
and configuration of the radios satisfying all the demands iff
there exist node disjoint directed paths in the original graph. ■
In fact, the above reduction also shows that if all the demands
cannot be satisfied then at most a 2/3 fraction of each demand
can be satisfied thus giving us the following:
Corollary The search version of the BACKBONE-CONFIG
problem with non-uniform capacities cannot be approximated
to better than 2/3 factor.

VII. NON-UNIFORM CAPACITIES – GENERAL CASE
First, we present an NP-completeness result for the decision
version of the problem in the non-uniform case. Amplifying
the basic NP-completeness reduction we then present a more
involved reduction showing that the search version of the
problem cannot be approximated to better than (1/2)log2 n,
where n is the number of nodes.
Figure 6: Each node of a binary tree is replaced by an instance of
2DIRPATH. The sink is at the bottom.

Figure 5: Transformation from 2DIRPATH on left. Top three
nodes at right are sources with demand 1. Except for left arc into
the sink at bottom of capacity 1 rest have capacity 2. All nodes in
the circle have radio constraint of at most one outgoing link.

A. NP-completeness
Theorem The BACKBONE-CONFIG problem with nonuniform link capacities is NP-complete.
Proof: It is easy to see that the problem is in NP because we
can guess the collection of links satisfying the radio
constraints and then verify using Linear Programming [9] that
the set of demands can be simultaneously satisfied.
To show that the problem is NP-hard we show a reduction
from the 2DIRPATH problem, which is shown to be NP-hard
in [6] and defined as follows: Given an n-node directed graph
G and two node pairs s1, t1, s2, t2 find node-disjoint directed
paths from s1 to t1 and s2 to t2. We reduce this problem instance

B. Logarithmic inapproximability
Theorem The search version of the BACKBONE-CONFIG
problem with non-uniform link capacities cannot be
approximated to a factor better than Ω(log n) on an n-node
graph.
Proof(sketch): Due to space constraints we give a brief
sketch here. As shown in Figure 6, we take a binary tree
with n nodes and replace each node with a copy of the
transformed 2DIRPATH from our earlier NP-completeness
reduction. As before, we set up the radio constraints so that
nodes have at most one outgoing link. We set all links to
have capacity 2 except for the two links into s1 at the root
which have capacity 1 from two nodes with demands 1. We
set all the s2, t2 nodes to have demand 1. From the
construction it is easy to see that if there exist node disjoint
paths in 2DIRPATH then all the demands are satisfiable.
But if there exists no solution to 2DIRPATH then because
nodes are constrained to have at most one outgoing link the
demands starting from s1 at the root will cumulate all the
way to the sink at the bottom creating a congestion of (log2
n)/2 at the bottom which gives us our result.
VIII. HEURISTIC AND EXPERIMENTS
From the previous section we see that the general problem is
very hard. Now we present a heuristic, ITER-ROUND based

on iterative rounding for the general case. The basic idea of
the heuristic is to set up the network using the graph gadgets
and then solve for the minimum cost maximum flow (using
the code from [11] as a subroutine). The problem however is
that the solution may be fractional. We then pick the most
heavily loaded link (as a percentage), breaking ties arbitrarily
and round up the flows on them. This rounding up affects two
sets of arcs – the radio constraint arcs and the relay node arcs.
We commit to those arcs that get rounded up, i.e. in the case
of relay nodes we reduce their arc costs to 0 and reduce the
cost budget for the flow problem by the arc cost, and in the
case of transmission links we directly connect the transmitting
and receiving nodes while reducing the capacity of the
pooling arcs by the capacity of the corresponding link. Note
that we always produce a feasible solution in this way, though
we may fall short of optimality.

ITER‐ROUND
• Set up network using graph gadgets
• Repeat until no flow
– Compute minimum cost maximum flow
– Round up most heavily loaded link or relay node
– Modify graph gadgets to be consistent with
rounding

• Output optimum flow from sources to sink
In order to study the performance of ITER-ROUND using
simulations, we placed n nodes at random on a square, 10
units by 10 units. We assumed there are two radio types: red
and blue. Red (blue) radios can only communicate with
red(blue) radios. We gave each node 1 or 2 blue/red
transmitters/receivers uniformly at random, i.e., the average
node has blue/red out/in degree of 1.5. Two nodes were set to
be in communication range if they were within distance 2 of
each other. We did not simulate node capacities or
bidirectional arcs. We ran a number of simulations for n
ranging from 200 to 500 in steps of 50. We ran 10 simulations
for each n, for a total of 70 simulations. For each graph we
computed the minimum cost maximum concurrent flow using
ITER-ROUND.
We also computed the minimum cost maximum concurrent
flow using brute force approach of trying all possible link
combinations so that we could compare the quality of the
solutions produced by ITER-ROUND. We found that on the
average ITER-ROUND produced solutions that were at most a
factor 2 worse. Of course ITER-ROUND is significantly
faster than the approach of trying all possibilities using bruteforce. See Figure 7 for a graph of the quality of the solution
produced by ITER-ROUND as a function of n.

Figure 7: Quality of solution produced by ITER-ROUND
represented as a fraction of optimum vs. number of nodes.

IX. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have initiated a study of directional antenna based
topology management in Airborne Networks. We created a
well-defined formulation of the problem and showed that the
general case is provably hard. We showed that the uniform
case has efficient algorithms. We also presented a heuristic for
the general case based on iterative rounding and showed that it
has good performance on the average for real-world scenarios.
Interesting directions for future research include additional
performance considerations such as survivability, efficient
distributed algorithms, and the problem of scheduling
transmissions taking interference into account.
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